Fire Detection Systems
Intelligent detection. Superior protection.
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Keeping people safe
is our first priority
Bosch cares about safety. All of our many products are designed
to let users rest assured that their lives will not only be protected,
but quickly and effectively saved. A swift response by the fire
detection system is absolutely crucial for alerting emergency
services and getting help. And because all our products can be
easily combined, a complete solution can be achieved with
components from one source.

Clamp down on fire

Get the message across

Bosch has over 80 years of experience supplying

Evacuating a large number of people spread

reliable fire alarm systems. We have products to

throughout a large site requires trained on-site

suit all applications, incorporating a variety of

personnel – and a fail-safe EVAC (emergency

highly accurate detection systems to minimise the

voice alarm communication) system. Bosch offers

risk of false alarms, including our multi-criteria

a range of highly robust EVAC solutions for sites

Automatic Fire Detector 420 series and the flush-

of all sizes, including Praesideo – the world’s first

mount, “nearly invisible” Smoke Detector 500

fully digital public address and emergency sound

series.

system.

We supplement these products with highly
flexible, user-friendly control panels such as the
Modular Fire Panel 5000 series for coordinating
fire alarms and other event-related messages.
The unique panel design allows you to tailor
each system exactly to your specific needs.
Various peripheral devices including manual call
points, sounders, strobes and interface modules
complete the solution.
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“It has always been an unbearable thought to me
that someone could inspect one of my products
and find it inferior in any way. For that reason I
have constantly tried to produce products which
withstand the closest scrutiny – products which
prove themselves superior in every respect.”
Robert Bosch, 1919
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A system as individual as you are
The Bosch fire panel system provides you with the opportunity to retain the value

interfaces to previously installed systems. From reliable fire detection to advance

every kind of venue. In a technology-driven world, Bosch offers you exactly what y
you to realise a cost-efficient solution.

Panels
see page 6-7

Connection
to Voice Alarm
Systems
see page 8-9

Overview
peripherals
see page
10-11

Highlight
automatic
detectors
420 series
and Dual Ray
Technology

Highlight
flush mount
520 series
see page
14-15

Highlight
uninterruptible
sounder
see page
16-17

see page
12-13
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e value of your equipment as all new systems designed by Bosch include

dvanced voice evacuation, Bosch delivers a safe, future-proof investment for
what you need and when it comes to total cost of ownership we will support

Fire detection
system: reliable,
flexible and
customer-specific
Reliable – Bosch offers a broad
portfolio of EN-certified products*
and systems for accurate, reliable
fire detection and notification. Our
solutions provide precise, life-saving
information at critical moments –
you can count on us.
Flexible – Bosch gives you the
opportunity to configure your own
system and your specific needs
according to the modular principle.
The system adapts to the nature
and size of your facility’s application,
so you are provided with flexibility
in your buying decisions.
Customer-specific – Bosch offers
you the unique software development
kit (SDK) suite, containing all the
References
see page
18-19

tools to design customer-specific fire
safety management systems and
software modifications.

* for the UL-markets we offer a dedicated
fire systems portfolio
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Supreme modularity provides
superior fire protection
Bosch provides you with the unique opportunity to configure your
own system according to the modular principle and your specific
needs. The reusable “click-and-go” modules, the interchangeable
housings, the practical CAN bus mounting and the “hot plug” feature
make this possible.

Complex projects

modular addressable FPA 5000

Mid-sized projects

1-2 loop addressable FPA 1200

Ready-to-use

Conventional FPC500

Remote control

A variety of interfaces

The FMR 5000 remote control unit allows complete

Various interfaces permit smart connection of the

controlling of the control panel or the panel network

voice alarm systems Plena and Praesideo to the fire

by means of a CAN bus. It offers a high level of functio-

panel 1200 and 5000 Series, while greatly reducing

nality without additional training together with an

the number of hardware interfaces.

attractive design.

Planning fire alarm projects is a challenging
business, since it needs to include different parties
at different planning stages along the value chain but
also has to provide quick answers when it comes to
initial budgeting and calculation. The Planning
Software reflects the complete value chain and is
the only software necessary in future to plan and
calculate fire alarm systems.
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The various
housings, modules
and rails result in a
tailored system that
you can costeffectively extend
as your needs grow.
You only buy the
components that
you really need!

Panel networking

Integration in business management systems

The CAN bus technology operates on a peer-to-peer

Connected to the building management system (BIS)

basis ensuring reliable functionality even if an error

and integrated in the panel controller through an

occurs. The different loops of the network ensure

Ethernet interface and the OPC protocol, no additional

the system’s flexibility and adaptation to personal

interface module is required.

requirements. Setting up zones within the network
connections, provided by either standard copper
or fibre-optic cables, as well as Ethernet, facilitates
well-regulated administration.

Panel networking via
CAN- or via Ethernetnetwork.Combined
CAN-networks with high
performance IP-Ethernet
Backbone.
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Fire Alarm and Voice Evacuation
all-in-one protection

Safety chain
C
4

4
2a
2b

4

A

B

Detector signals to Fire Panel

Fire Detector detecting fire hazard

2

a) Fire Panel
b) Remote Keypad

3

Voice Alarm System

4

Loudspeaker zones with
pre-recorded alarm messages

5
▶
▶
▶

Security Room (example setup)
Remote Key Pad
Call station for live messages
Building Management System

3
5

A

1

B

Fire Panel signals to Voice
Alarm system

C

Voice Alarm messages to
supervised loudspeaker zones

Integrated fire detection and voice alarm

Effective fire safety

Having the right building protection system

The addressable fire alarm system includes

gives everyone peace of mind – from property

high-quality panels and peripherals, designed for

owners and security personnel to employees

earliest detection. Advanced detectors, interface

and visitors. When safety is at stake, the system

modules, manual call points, sounders and other

has to respond immediately, with accurate,

peripherals add flexibility and support special

reliable performance, and with clear messages

applications. Maintenance is easy, with

that keep everyone calm, no matter what.

permanent supervision of all system functions

Bosch takes an integrated approach to building

and peripherals for added reliability.

protection, offering a combination of proven
systems that delivers the ultimate in performance.
From reliable fire detection to advanced voice
evacuation, Bosch delivers a safe, future-proof
investment for every kind of venue.
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Sound performance
that’s easy to expand

1

Modular Fire Panel
5000 Series

2

Fire Panel 1200 Series

3

Plena Voice
Evacuation System

4

Praesideo Public address
and Voice Evacuation
System

5

Building

3

2

4

1

5

Advanced voice evacuation

Bringing it all together

Bosch includes everything required for an

The system is designed for expandability, and

advanced voice evacuation system. Voice

all the devices and peripherals work seamlessly

messages have excellent speech intelligibility,

together. In smaller applications the Plena voice

and signals are clear and easy to understand.

alarm system can be integrated in the Modular

The system can route pre-recorded messages

Fire Panel 1200 or 5000 series by using an RS-232

and signals, and can provide background music

interface. In mid- to large-sized applications, an

and commercial announcements during everyday

intelligent IP interface interconnects our fire

operation. Permanent supervision of system

panel series with the Praesideo public address

functions and loudspeaker lines adds extra

and emergency sound system. Both systems

reliability. The Plena voice alarm system supports

can also be connected to a superior building

smaller applications, while Praesideo is a leading

management system via OPC or using a software

choice for larger venues.

development kit (SDK).
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Superior
in each element of the system
Bosch has an extensive range of addressable and conventional products in the fields of fire detection, voice alarm and risk management.
It allows you to realise a tailor-made and comprehensive concept for
almost any project, without neglecting aesthetics, standards and
market requirements.

Not all fires are the same
From the moment a fire begins, a number of changes occur in the surrounding environment. These changes
from the ambient conditions are termed “fire signatures” and manifest themselves in the form of smoke, heat,
light and gas. Consequently you also need detection which is in line with your specific situation. This is why
we offer a wide range of automatic detectors for different sensitivities and fire types. Equipped with Dual Ray
Technology and Intelligent Signal Processing (ISP), the Automatic Fire Detector 420 series detects fires faster
than ever and minimises the occurrence of false alarms, for the highest levels of protection and reliability in
every environment. Bosch’s LSN bus technology can be used to connect the 420 series, along with all the
other fire peripherals.

Reaction time of different fire detector types

O, DO, OT
and DOT
detectors*
Intensity
of CO gas,
smoke
and heat

Flame
detectors

Thermal
detectors

Sprinkler

CO-type
detectors
FAS-420series

CO gas

Flames

Heat

* optical, dual-optical, optical-thermal and dual-optical-thermal
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High-performance
peripherals
All you need to detect, report and visualise a fire. Rely on precision
and accurate performance for faster responses and thus minimise
damage and downtime.

Automatic fire detectors
We offer a broad range of intelligent automatic detectors with high
reliability, used for premises and items with a medium or high concentration of valuable assets. Various detection technologies ensure early,
state-of-the-art fire detection with practically no false alarms.

Special detectors
In buildings that do not allow the installation of a point-type detector,
e.g. linear heat detectors, aspirating smoke systems, flame detectors
and beam detectors provide customised protection.

Manual call points
Our range includes single-action and double-action manual call points
and can be employed in our addressable Local SecurityNetwork (LSN)
as well as in conventional technology. Both large and small design types
are available for different applications.

Sounders and strobes
When every second counts, optical and acoustic signalling devices
for local alarm actuation will notify everyone present in the event of a
fire. They are designed for indoor and outdoor use and uninterruptible
alarms. Additional indicators for fire detectors in false floors and
ceilings complete the range and can also visualise actuated fire
detectors. They have a low power consumption and they will give you
distinct advantages.

Interface modules
Input, output or combined, high- and low-voltage relays, for the
controlled activation of a group of signalling devices, and for the
connection of conventional peripherals, the interface modules in the
420 series have been especially developed for connecting to the Local
SecurityNetwork improved version, which will help you to optimise your
fire detection scenario.
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Intelligent detection
for superior protection
Equipped with Dual Ray Technology and Intelligent Signal Processing
(ISP), the Automatic Fire Detector 420 series recognises fires faster
than ever and minimises the occurrence of false alarms, for the highest
level of protection and reliability in every environment.

Precision for every environment

might be used to detect the difference between

Different substances burn differently, and no two

common steam and dangerous smoke.

fires are exactly alike. Smouldering paper in a

In other places where people gather, work or sleep,

wastebasket, for example, generates smoke but very

such as public spaces, office buildings, hotels and

little heat, while an industrial fire involving ethanol

hospitals, a 420 series detector might be used to

gives off no smoke yet has a strong heat flow. The

detect invisible carbon monoxide particles to

420 series takes all these possibilities into account,

identify very early stages of a smouldering fire.

meeting EN54 fire-type requirements and offering

The new dual-optical models, with their high-

options that cover all fire criteria, from type of

precision Dual Ray Technology, deliver an added level

material and heat flow to air-stream, smoke emission

of reliability and provide early detection in even the

and aerosol characteristics. In high-humidity areas,

most challenging environments, including nightclubs,

e.g. kitchens and bath-rooms, a 420 series detector

parking garages and computer rooms.
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Dual Ray Technology:
the next level of precision
Protect people, property and premises
In the world of fire detection, precision and reliability are essential. The 420 series includes multi-sensor
detectors that offer and also combine optical, thermal and chemical detection. The combination of these
three specific types of sensors is an approach invented by Bosch. All 420 series detectors use Bosch’s own
Intelligent Signal Processing (ISP) technology, which achieves the highest level of intelligent fire detection.
For the next step in precision, the dual-optical variants (FAP-DO 420, FAP-DOT 420, FAP-DOTC 420) feature
Bosch’s Dual Ray Technology. Added together, these many features result in the highest reliability, and the
assurance that there is only an alarm in a true emergency.

Dual Ray Technology

2

4
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1

Detectors equipped with
Dual Ray Technology are
precise enough to detect
the smallest smoke
particles, resulting in fewer
false alarms.

1
2
3
4

Blue LED
Infrared LED
Scattered light
Photo Diode
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Stylish protection – catchy
to the eye, not catchy for dust
The 500 series is a totally different concept using a virtual optical
chamber. It is ultra-slim and lies flush with the ceiling – a distinct
advantage, which does not detract from the appearance of attractive
rooms. Colour rings that can be mounted in the detector also
allow the units to be perfectly coordinated with the colour of the
surrounding ceiling.

Modern styling outside, Bosch know-how inside
The 500 series has style built in. Inside it is packed full of proven know-how from Bosch. And that is something
you can rely on. The unique technological approach ensures that you have made the right choices regarding your
investment in the future.
Powerful technology
The 500 series is a scattered-light fire detection system with a dual detection area. Because the sensors monitor
two independent light areas in open space, the detector is extremely reliable. The invisible detector is also
available as a multi-sensor detector with a carbon monoxide (CO) gas sensor. This combination of scattered-light
sensor and CO gas sensor allows alarms to be evaluated using intelligent signal processing methods. This greatly
decreases the likelihood of false alarms and increases the number of possible applications since this detector
even works well in environments that are unsuitable for standard photoelectric detectors.
Giving architects more freedom
The low mounting profile of the 500 series makes it invisible on any ceiling. The unique mounting method blends
in easily with decor, allowing architects to focus even more on design and the general appearance.

The modern way –
to secure aesthetics
Reliable fire detection even in style: Bosch presents the
invisible fire detector. A completely different concept that
combines great appearance with up-to-date technology.
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When dust challenges –
we respond with style
With the 500 Series’ sensor detection
inflammable materials and dust are no
longer an issue. False alarms due to
attraction of fibers are now replaced
by a guaranteed fail-safe operation.

Award collection – not dust collection
The fact that there is a virtual optical chamber inside the Smoke Detector 500 series means that it does not
stick out of the ceiling. The smooth surface does not gather the usual visible dirt in rooms with high dust
build-up. So it offers high reliability and it is easy to clean. On top of that, it saves service time and costs. The
level of dirt build-up is continuously measured. A trouble signal indicates when a unit needs to be cleaned.
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Listen up and get your
message across
Alarm sounders are suitable in situations where building occupants
are familiar with its layout and routines. Voice messaging has become
established as the preferred method for managing the general public
in emergency conditions. The ability of a spoken message to convey
precise information has been shown to greatly enhance both the
responsiveness and understanding of people in difficult situations.
This message can also be individually created and announced. Bosch
alarm and voice sounders are now finding use in diverse applications
from fire alarm systems to automated warnings for situations such as
danger alerts and no-smoking instructions.

Innovative, intelligent and ideal

Uninterruptible, unique and unmatched

In many buildings where voice alarms are not

The FNM-420U series from Bosch enhances security

required, for example at companies and public

when sounders are connected to a stub. Ideal for

institutions, acoustic sounders are activated in the

new installations, these products also deliver many

event of fire. Unlike common devices, which receive

benefits when modernising previously installed

their power from the panel and restart with a delay

systems. You can cost-effectively install up to 100

if it is interrupted, the FNM-420U contains its own

sounders per loop. Their high volume and low power

high-performance energy source. This ensures fast,

consumption also reduce your operating costs. The

uninterruptible alarms, even if the line is damaged

FNM-420U series sounders come in different versions

or all of the wiring is destroyed during a fire.

for indoor and outdoor use, including base-mounted
sounders.
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Interruption of a t-tap

First interruption

▶▶ Sounder continues signaling alarm

▶▶ EN requirements met

▶▶ Quering and formation of t-taps take
place in the background
▶▶ Sounders continue signaling for 30
minutes if separated from loop on

Second interruption

both sides

▶▶ Sounders continue signaling
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Fascination, top quality
We work with competence and enthusiasm on customised solutions

and improve quality of life. Our high quality standards are consistentl

We offer certainty of planning through long-term business relationshi

Bolshoi Theatre, Russia
Bolshoi Theatre is Russia’s main national theatre, a bearer
of the traditions of Russian music culture and performing
arts. In this case, Bosch’s special challenge was to install
safety systems with special attention to preserving the
historical premises through extremely accurate technical
work and managing the friability of the surfaces and the
lack of cable channels. Bosch’s technical proficiency
contributed to Bolshoi Theatre’s ranking as one of the
most technically equipped theatre buildings in the world.
An accolade earned through its fantastic present
appearance and state-of-the-art technical equipment.

Paderborn-Lippstadt Airport, Germany
The airport can be reached by both charter and scheduled
flights from almost every destination. In its work with the
airport, Bosch has been able to guarantee a minimum risk
of false alarms for the 1,100 fire detectors at the site and
take into account the particular characteristics of the
airport architec-ture. The flush-mounted detectors with
special carbon monoxide sensors together with the EVAC
system managed to deal with the flat surfaces’ sound
reflection, ensure a high level of interference resistance
and thus minimise the risk of false alarms.
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ality and responsibility

utions that are fascinating, exceed customer expectations

sistently applied to all products and services worldwide.

tionships.

Shangri-La’s Boracay Resort & Spa, the Philippines
The resort offers 219 rooms, entertainment centre, child
friendly zone, restaurants and bars as well as suites and
villas in a classic yet contemporary style infused with local
cultural influences. The “networkability”, renowned reliability and a minimum false-alarm rate were decisive factors in
selecting Bosch as a supplier. Networking allows routes
from the fire panels to the periphery elements to remain
short and thus avoid electrical faults. Further challenges
were temperatures of up to 40°C and humidity of 99%.
The response to these challenges were shielded multi-core
cables laid mostly underground to avoid voltage drops and
interference.

Serdika Center, Bulgaria
Serdika Center is one of the biggest shopping malls in
Bulgaria with 51,000 square metres of retail space, 30,000
square metres of office space and 1,600 parking spaces.
Bosch offered an integrated safety technology that reliably
provided the best level of protection for employees,
customers and property by monitoring critical areas such
as substations and ventilation shafts. It ensured the control
of smoke extraction and fire extinguishing systems in the
entire building as well as escalators and lifts.
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A Tradition of Quality and
Innovation
For over 125 years, the Bosch name
stands for quality and reliability.
Bosch is the global supplier of choice
for innovative technology, backed by
the highest standards for service and
support.
Bosch Security Systems proudly
offers a wide range of security,
safety, communications and sound
solutions that are relied upon every
day in applications around the world,
from government facilities and public
venues to businesses, schools and
homes.
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